HOW TO FILL A LINED BULK BAG

B.A.G. Corp. recommends the following method when filling Super Sack® containers with liners. First make sure the bulk bag is properly hung by all handles (lift loops). To achieve proper filling and support, the unfilled Super Sack container should be positioned approximately three inches above a pallet. Once the bulk bag is supported from the top and bottom, attach both the liner and bag fill spouts to the filling equipment, making sure the liner is not twisted. It is important to ensure both liner and bag spouts are securely attached to the filling apparatus. B.A.G. Corp. urges customers against attaching only the liner spout. In preparation for filling the Super Sack container, it is imperative for the bag to be inflated with air to properly seat the liner to the inside of the bag. This step ensures both the bag and liner are open completely, thus allowing an optimal fill.

HOW TO PROPERLY TIE OFF THE LINER WITH THE FILL SPOUT

Following the completion of the filling process, gather all excess liner at the level of the product, expel air, and twist excess liner into a rope. Fold the roped portion of the liner to form a loop. B.A.G. Corp. offers several options to close the bulk container liners, including, but not limited to, natural cable ties, web ties, and wire ties. Using the tie method of your choice, secure the liner spout at the base of the loop, ensuring it is closed off as tightly as possible. Super Sack containers are equipped with a closure option of your choice, to close the bag fill spout. Tie off the bag fill spout below the liner tie. This will aid in securing the bulk container liner during discharging.